REVIEWS
Mary Kipp: I highly recommend this company! What a good experience dealing with this
company! From the time Jen answers the phone to when Zach comes to do the job it was great.
They are straight forward and great at explaining what needs to be fixed. They were careful with
the grass and laid it all back like they are landscapers! They left it so clean you barely notice
they were there. I definitely will be call Orlando Septic Services for any of our septic needs.
Deborah Whitman: Excellent Work! After a septic fiasco with another vendor, we ended up
working with Zack Bicknell at Orlando Septic Service. Him and his brother Joe run the business
and these guys are fantastic! Very reasonable on price, professional, timely response, and best
of all no hustling. We had the solid tank pumped @ $215 (after veteran discount) and installed
risers $150ea., in wet and solid tank. Thank You for taking care of us, we will definitely call again
for future needs. Highly recommend them for septic work. 😊 😊
Deb Scott: “I will pass your name on to all my neighbors. I am so thrilled that your company
was so honest and they did such a great job!!! So glad I got a second opinion!!! Thank you very
much!!! We will see you in a couple years for a pump out!!”
Lindsey Sawyer: “Awesome service! Joel was friendly and efficient on the phone when
scheduling our service. Called at 830am and the gentleman (who for the life of me I can’t
remember the name of!) arrived at 11am to pump our tank. Turns out we needed more than just
a pump, but the problem was quickly resolved and service was excellent! Price was reasonable
considering the amount of labor involved and this Florida heat! Would definitely recommend
over the “bigger” septic companies in the area:)”
Carmen Garcia: “Orlando Septic Services are Amazing! Zach had great customer service! After
describing our problems to Jen over the phone, they gave us a quote. Zach fixed one of the
problems that rectified the other and they charged us less than they said. They didn’t hustle us
and you don’t find that every day. They were very good about cleaning up after themselves
including fixing any landscape that had to be moved. They truly care about their customers! WE
WILL always use ORLANDO SEPTIC SERVICES! They are a company we can trust! Thank you
Zach for your hard work and for your service!”
Thuy Bich Le: “I totally agree with other review. Orlando Septic Services company is honest
and reliable. I spoke with Joe and Jen regarding my septic problem. They are so nice and
caring. The next early morning, Zack called and arrived on time as schedule. He is
knowledgeable, attentive, kind and honest. He went out of his way to help his customer. I truly
appreciate his work ethic and this company will have repeat bussiness from me and my friends.
Thanks again for the excellent service, Zack.”
Cary D Williams: “The whole experience was 5 stars!! Called and spoke to Joe at 6:45AM. He
arrived with his team just after 9:00AM and took care of everything in a very professional
manner. Thank you Joe! I appreciate it very much!!”

Karen Dodzweit: “I am a local Realtor and have worked with Joe for a long time. He is the most
honest septic person you’ll ever meet! He never tells you a septic system needs something
when it doesn’t. I highly recommend Joe!”
Amy Tolos: “Seriously the MOST FRIENDLIEST septic tank company that there is. From the
very 1st phone call they were professional and friendly…to the actual “pumping process”. Joe
explained the process and was quick and efficient. I am so going to spread the word about this
company…this was our 1st time using them, and will definitely NOT switch back to the “other”
company that we have used in the past, who I have nothing positive to say about them. “If your
“shitters” full call Orlando Septic Service for relief, they are just plain ol’ awesome”
Barley N: “Best service really friendly guy, will recommend to my friends and neighbors!”
Keith Hoover: “Orlando Septic came out two weeks ago to pump my home’s septic tanks and
ended up cleaning out a French drain as well. Joe wouldn’t give up and was determined to clear
the drain which was full of magnolia tree roots. Anyway it was a great to have the job done right
and a full explanation of how to keep the system functioning properly. ”
Rob Greenberg: “Orlando Septic came out two weeks ago to pump my home’s septic tanks
and ended up cleaning out a French drain as well. Joe wouldn’t give up and was determined to
clear the drain which was full of magnolia tree roots. Anyway it was a great to have the job done
right and a full explanation of how to keep the system functioning properly. ”
Jakie White: “Awesome! Great services, best prices! Will call Orlando Septic Services for all of
our septic needs”
PracticeWorx Credentialing: “Joe and Orlando Septic Services were great. Called him on a
Sunday morning in a panic because we needed a pump and he came over himself. Took care of
it right away. Fee was very reasonable (less than I paid on a previous pump service). And no
extra charge for coming on a weekend. Honest, fair and knowledge. Highly recommend. Josh”
Sandra Lara: “Orlando Septic Services recently serviced my home and I was very well pleased.
Staff were very professional and honest. They quoted me a price and there were no surprises
with the bill. These guys are honest and professional. Great Experience.”
Gisele Gonzalez: “Honest and reliable service!! I called Joe by accident when my appointment
with another septic company was a no-show. He said if they don’t show just give me a call back
and i’ll take care of you and that is exactly what happened! He arrived on time and they were
quick to find the tank and get it handled. Looking forward to seeing him again in 3 years for our
next pump. I would definitely recommend Joe and his company to anyone that needs septic
service. ”
Chelsea Roy: “Joe came out the day before Thanksgiving and we are SO thankful!! He came
and took care of our backed up septic system. Now we can shower on Thanksgiving! Joe is
professional and took the time and care necessary to fix our problem. I will call him in a
heartbeat the next time we have any septic needs. Thanks Joe!! ”

Gienna Girardi: “Joe was great. He was very helpful and explained everything that was going
on with my septic and made sure I understood everything fully. He not only emptied my septic
but cleaned my filter and dug up some trees that were growing onto my septic. I will never work
with another septic company again. #orlandosepticservices”
Wanda Walker-Carrasquillo: “Excellent service and provided expertise advice on septic tank
issues; clean up my septic tank and provided advise”
Giselle G.: “Customer for life! Joe was so honest and reliable. We saved thousands bec ause of
him taking his time to educate us and avoid costly replairs. I trust joe with my friends and family.
He was easy to set appointment with and we got our pump out very efficently. I will see them in
3 years when we need service again. Thank you Joe!!
Julie Alber: “I am so grateful to have found Orlando Septic. Joe and his team are fantastic.
They took the time to educate me on my septic system and answered all my questions.
I felt that their professionalism was top notch: they were on time, did exactly what they said they
would do and did the work in a timely manner. The quoted price was the price I paid, no added
costs snuck in after the fact…they didn’t play any games.
If you need septic work done, you will not find a better company. Joe will give you an honest
assessment at a fair price all backed by great customer service.”

